Sunday Finances--June 26 through July 17
June 26, 2016
$1057
July 3, 2016
$1722.41
July 10
$1160.60
July ACH
$1085
July 17, 2016
$1710
Total, including ACH, $6,735
Expenses over same period--$11,095 (This DOES NOT include the paving and
maintenance building)
Total--a deficit of $4,360
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ,
This installment of Sunday finances, as you see, is four week’s worth with a little
income & expenses comparison to give you an idea of where things stand.
The deficit was covered by the “cushion” that we try to keep in the bank. It was also less
than it might have been because Fr. Gregory, the Parish Council and I have continued to
comb through our expenses and trim and cut and reduce as much as possible. For
example, Fr. Gregory recently suggested a way to greatly reduce our $100 monthly
landline phone bill by switching away from AT&T. We continue to seek ways to lower
our spending, and every $100 dollars makes a difference. However, when our parish
offering at regular services (OARS) drops by more than $4000 in a quarter as they did in
the three months of the second quarter, saving $90 a month in phone expenses doesn’t
quite do the trick. (As in the first quarter this drop was due to lower ACH contributions)
A new view of our finances that I have started to watch is the “GLUG” date. “GLUG” as
in our bank balance is “Going Lower... Under ... Gone”. This is the date that our first

check will bounce if current trends continue.
As of today, without July 24, 2016 counted yet, our GLUG date is January 1, 2017.
I will try and fill you in on more details of the second quarter and the month of July in
the near future. Please continue to be generous and pray about this issue.
In Christ,
Nathan

